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Application: 1963-2015 Corvettes

Part Includes

Custom Car Covers

1 - Component

Tools Needed

Thank you for your purchase of a high quality PERFORMANCE CHOICE® custom car cover. This is one of the best ways to
protect your cherished investment. PERFORMANCE CHOICE® car cover fabrics are designed to protect your car from damaging UV rays, acid rain, dirt, dust, tree sap and even bird droppings!
CAUTION!
• Make sure that your vehicle’s exterior is clean and dry before installation. Putting a cover on a dirty or wet car can
harm the finish of your paint.
• It is not recommended to put any cover on a freshly re-painted finish. It is important to let paint cure for at least
6 months before using any car cover. If you are in doubt about the durability of your finish, consult a professional
automotive painter or body shop.
• In rare circumstances some moisture can freeze under the cover and it will stick to the vehicle. Don’t remove the cover
if frozen to the vehicle. Either wait for it to thaw or use a hair dryer to slowly warm the cover and gradually lift the cover
off.
• Never cover a vehicle that has open windows, the convertible top off or a vehicle that will be towed.
• Never cover a hot exhaust pipe.
• Radios with electronic antenna must be turned off and left off until car cover is completely removed from car to prevent damage to antenna.
• For the best all-weather protection, this car cover is made of non-breathable material to keep out the elements. It is
highly recommended that you remove the cover at least every 30 days for a 24-hour period to prevent the cover from
“sticking” to your car.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
STEP 1.
If you do not have a retractable antenna, you will need to remove the antenna mast (refer to your vehicle’s service
manual for this procedure) or follow steps 7 and 8 below to insert a grommet.
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STEP 2.
Start by unrolling the cover on top of the vehicle and locate the tag that is sewn in the FRONT elastic strap of the cover.
STEP 3.
Now that you have determined the front from the back of the cover, you can proceed to the middle section of your vehicle.
STEP 4.
If equipped with mirror pockets, place one mirror pocket over the driver side mirror then proceed to the other side. If
you have a passenger side mirror then cover it with the other mirror pocket.
STEP 5.
Next, go to the front and pull the cover down over the bumper or fascia panel.
STEP 6.
Repeat that process on the rear of the vehicle.
STEP 7.
Now, locate the spot where the non-retractable antenna will need to come through the cover and make a small hole (no
bigger than 1/2” in diameter).
STEP 8.
You can make the hole with sharp scissors or a soldering iron. If you use scissors, simply cut an eight sided star pattern
for the hole. Then you can snap the provided grommet in place to keep the hole from tearing.
STEP 9.
You may choose to install the lock and cable set (provided with many PERFORMANCE CHOICE® covers). Not only is the lock
and cable a theft deterrent, it helps keep the cover on during windy conditions.
STEP 10.
On some covers, you will notice two concealed plastic grommets that will accept this cable (one on each side under the
door).
CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
The Typhoon car cover is fairly heavy, so we recommend that the exterior of the cover periodically be lightly washed on
the car with MWorks Car Wash (Mid America Motorworks item #119-026) and a sponge. Simply wash off the dust and
stains and rinse, trying to avoid getting excessive water in the ventilation openings. If removing and washing the entire
Typhoon cover is necessary, it must be done in a bath tub or large wash tub. Use warm water and a small amount of
a mild detergent, such as Woolite®. Rinse well and line dry the cover. Electric or Gas washers or dryers should not be
used.
NOTE: Always make sure your car is clean and dry before using a car cover. Before use, unfold the car cover and get a
friend to assist you in shaking any loose manufacturing dust, powder or sewing residue off of the car cover. After shaking off loose dust, install car cover as directed. Returns due to dust on the car cover will not be accepted.
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